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3Introduction
• Wind turbine rotor blades are 
designed and certified 
according to the current IEC 
(2012) and DNV GL AS (2015) 
standards
• Full-scale blade testing (FST) is 
used to validate the 
assumptions made in the 
design models
• Sub-component testing (SCT) 
is proposed as a potential 
method to sufficiently solve 
drawbacks of FST
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4Focus on Trailing Edge Bond Line
Large rotor blades:
• increased mass
• lead-lag bending moment is 
dominating
• 3D stress states due to large 
scale effects (axial, shear and 
peel)
• critical area in the field and 
rotor blade testing
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5Concept of FST and SCT
Constraints in Full-Scale Rotor Blade Testing 
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6Concept of FST and SCT
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Drawbacks of Full-Scale Blade Testing:
• application of load typically applied solely in pure lead-lag and 
flap-wise directions (not necessarily the most critical load 
directions for a particular blade segment)
• overloading of particular blade cross -sections by up to 20% to 
achieve target load along the whole span
• dynamic fatigue testing at eigenfrequencies between 0.4 and 1.0 
Hz results in long test times 
• only a fraction of the blade span is valid for testing - segments 
close to load clamps are excluded due to their disturbance
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From Full-Scale Rotor Blade to Blade Sub-Component 
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Sub-Component Test for Static and Fatigue Testing
Rosemeier et al., 2016, Tailoring the design of a trailing edge sub-component test
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Sub-Component Test for Static and Fatigue Testing
• SCT can replicate FFST's structural 
response quite accurately
Rosemeier et al., 2016, Tailoring the design of a trailing edge sub-component test
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Comparison of Testing Concepts
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Design of a Simplified Fatigue Full-Scale Test for the DTU 10MW 
Reference Blade
• simplified load simulation -> DELs along blade span -> target loads 
determined for 3mio. cycles
• test loads scaled to match target loads
• mass tuning could reduce deviation by 5 to 10%
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Damage Distribution for Different Wind Speeds (Field Condition)
(a) cross-section at 10% of blade length (b) cross-section at 70% of blade length 
• relative damage due to gravity loads more prominent towards root
• according IEC 61400-23 most severe damaging loads should be applied 
• three bins chosen for comparison (11.0, 13.3, 15.7 m/s)
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Bending Moment Vectors - Field and Fatigue Full-Scale Testing (FFST)
(a) cross-section at 10% of blade length (b) cross-section at 70% of blade length 
• devitation between FFST and most severe field moment vectors along 
the blade span
• SCT enables to mimic realistic load directions  
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Axial Strain in Bond Line - Field and Fatigue Full-Scale Testing
• during FFST bond line under alternating load (Rr = -0.9)• field simulation shows a load ratio towards pulsating loads
(Rr = -0.5 ... 0.4)
• SCT is able to cover more realistic load ratios Rr
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Summary and Conclusion
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What has been done?
• comparison of lead-lag FFST with field lead-lag loading
• load ratios in FFST and field differ partwise significantly 
• SCT is able to overcome drawbacks of FFST
Example:
• FFST lead-lag test (Rr = -0.9) at 0.965 Hz for 3 mio. cycles:
     ~ 36 days of pure testing time
• SCT lead-lag test (Rr = -0.25) at 1.25 Hz for 900,000 cycles:
     ~ 9 days of pure testing time
Conclusion:
• reduction of testing time due to higher testing frequency and 
more realistic load ratio
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